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FalckDesign AB

Energigatan 9, SE-434 23 Kungsbacka, 

Sweden

Tel: +46 (0) 300 15820

E-mail: info@falckdesign.com

objectflor Art und Design Belags GmbH

Wankelstraße 50, 50996 Köln, Germany

Tel: +49 (0) 2236 966 330

E-mail: info@objectflor.de

Polyflor Australia

59-65 Wedgewood Road, Hallam,

Vic 3803, Australia

Tel: 1800 777 425

E-mail: sales@polyflor.com.au

Polyflor New Zealand

100 Plunket Ave, Manukau 2104

New Zealand

PH: 0800 765 935

E-mail: sales@polyflor.co.nz

Polyflor Canada Inc.

3190 Caravelle Dr. Mississauga

Ontario, Canada L4V IK9

Tel: 1 905 364 3000

E-mail: sales@polyflor.ca

Polyflor Contract Ltd

Office 19,

Konstantina Zaslonova Street. Dom. 4

St.Petersburg, 191119 Russia.

Tel: +7 812 332 42 02

E-mail: info@polyflor.ru

Polyflor Hong Kong

Room 2409, 24th Floor,

New York Life Tower, Windsor House,

311 Gloucester Road,

Causeway Bay, Hong Kong

Tel: +852 2865 0101

E-mail: anthonylam@polyflor.com.hk

Polyflor Ireland

Unit 106, Millennium Trade Park,

Ballycoolin, Blanchardstown, Dublin 11

Tel: +353 (1) 864 9304

E-mail: salesireland@polyflor.com

Polyflor Middle East

PO Box 71862, Dubai, UAE

Tel: +971 4 349 1078

E-mail: espm@eim.ae 

Polyflor Nordic

Kjelsåsveien 168 B, N-0884 Oslo, Norway

Tel: +47 23 00 84 00

E-mail: firmapost@polyflor.no

Polflor SP. Z O.O.

ul. Smolna 13 A / U3, 61-008 Poznań , 

Poland

Tel: +48 61 820 3155

E-mail: polyflor@polflor.com.pl

Poly Sales Africa (Pty.) Ltd

PO Box 3967, Edenvale 1610,

South Africa 

Tel: (27) 11 609-3500

E-mail: info@polyflor.co.za

James Halstead France SAS

Parc Saint Christophe  

10 Avenue de l’Entreprise

95861 Cergy Pontoise

Tel: 08.20.20.32.11

Email: info@jhfrance.fr

For details on distribution for other countries,

as well as up to date product and technical 

information, please visit 

www.polyFlor.com
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Best Value Flooring

the modern learning environment poses a significant challenge 

as education premises are varied and often complex sites.

Budgets can be tight in new build or refurbishment projects and 

any client will wish for their floor to remain in excellent condition 

throughout its entire guaranteed life and the cleaning process to 

be as cost-effective and straightforward as possible.

polyflor continues to be able to offer ‘best value’ flooring 

solutions where high quality and high performance are a given.  

this together with the availability of low maintenance products, 

including our groundbreaking development in the cleanability of 

safety flooring, can generate significant life cycle cost savings.

Design & Colour

the creation of a stimulating and fun environment can be 

achieved through the effective use of design and colour.

polyflor possesses a broad palette of contemporary colours, 

as well as stone, marble and wood effect designs giving the 

specifier the opportunity to create bespoke schemes with a 

distinct non-institutional feel.

When developing a flooring concept, the polyflor design service 

helps you to create a precision-cut, easy to install floor design to 

transform any educational facility.
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helping the learning proCess

twenty-first century learning is about the provision of inspirational education 

facilities that puts both pupils and staff at the heart of the school, and 

increasingly, the local community.  

pleasing surroundings can inspire children. layout, along with facilities and 

resources, all play a vital role in the creation of an environment conducive to 

learning.

integral to the design, the choice of floorcovering will have a major impact on the 

overall ‘feel’ of an educational building and floors that are bright and colourful, 

classic or contemporary, can add character to a lively modern building.  

WorlDWiDe eDuCation experienCe

as a leading commercial vinyl flooring supplier to the education sector over many 

years, customer focus and continuous improvement are the two principles that 

have guided the expansion of our products to be environmentally sustainable, 

easier to use and multi-functional.

part of the James Halstead flooring group, polyflor is the only uK-based 

manufacturer of a full range of resilient floorcoverings.  the versatility of these 

flexible coverings, combined with added surface protection creates a portfolio of 

hardwearing, easy-to-clean and attractive floorcoverings fit-for-purpose and ideal 

for today’s modern education facilities, throughout the world.

Within the uK we are well positioned to support projects from our distribution 

centre in oldham, equipped with state-of-the-art picking and stock control 

systems and by operating our own transport fleet.

to further ensure excellent product availability around the world, polyflor has 

developed strong relationships with its extensive network of international 

distribution partners.

sustainaBle solutions

school flooring has to be hardwearing and tough.  floors throughout any school 

or college have diverse needs that can differ from area to area, depending on the 

function of the room, the age of pupils and expected activity and traffic levels.

for many decades polyflor has been recognised as a leading global manufacturer 

of high quality, high performance floorcoverings. We do not manufacture 

a specific range of ‘environmental flooring’. However we do consistently 

manufacture vast ranges of the highest quality, independently tested commercial 

flooring with a level of performance and benefits in use which result in class 

leading environmental features. 

thaMes priMarY sChool  |  uk

thoMas More sChool  |  uk

parklanDs sChool  |  uk
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Front CoVer iMage:  polYsaFe stanDarD pur

“over 5,000m2 of slip resistant polysafe standard pur 
safety vinyl flooring has been installed at the pioneering 

£40 million Bexhill high school in east sussex”

2  |  polYFlor  |  experts in eDuCation Flooring



Bre gloBal generiC ratings

Where polyflor products have not been individually certified by Bre global, generic ratings are available.  Vinyl 

flooring achieves on average a generic Bre global a+ rating for most vinyl varieties across many categories, including 

healthcare and education.

for more detail about how these ratings are arrived at, visit www.bre.co.uk/greenguide

a BenChMark For enVironMental exCellenCe

the Bre method of environmental profiling continues to ensure that independent, reliable and comparable 

environmental information is available in the marketplace.  using these ratings sets a benchmark for environmental 

excellence and ensures consistency across BreeaM education schemes.

inDoor air QualitY (iaQ)

indoor air quality is a key consideration when selecting building products.  Within a busy school environment special 

attention is paid to levels of indoor air quality in order to ensure the comfort of students through stringent management 

practices.

polyflor vinyl flooring makes a significant contribution towards creating indoor environments with very low Voc 

(volatile organic compounds) emissions.

inDepenDent anD rigorous VoC tests

tested to a variety of international standards including agBB, swedish Bpd (flec test), finland M1 test, gBca 

compliant (green tag approval) and floorscore®, polyflor continuously looks to reformulate ranges to ensure their 

Voc emissions are kept to the lowest levels achievable.  

the most recent test method is ‘indoor air comfort gold’ from eurofins and it is the most comprehensive and stringent 

on the market, testing for all known emissions.

xl pu  |  a+ rateD
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BreeaM for education is an assessment method and 

certification scheme that can be used in design, construction and 

refurbishment stages of a building’s lifecycle.1

1 www.breeam.org

Where the focus of a school is on sustainability and improving the 

environmental performance of a building, BreeaM for education 

allows designers to illustrate the environmental performance of 

their designs to pupils and teachers. the process also allows for 

regular assessments that are required by various regulatory and 

government organisations as a condition of funding.

Bre gloBal inDiViDual CertiFiCation

polyflor’s safety, homogeneous, heterogeneous and lVt ranges 

have been individually assessed by Bre global to measure 

their environmental impact. a better rating helps to maximise a 

building’s BreeaM score which is achievable through our 27 a+ 

ratings in education. for more information on our certification, 

visit www.greenbooklive.com

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
PREFERABLE FLOORING

Forest Fx pur  |  a+ rateD

At Polyflor we are clear in our belief that there is no reason for our customers to compromise on performance, 

choice or budget in order to use products with the lowest environmental impact.

SAFETY Certificate Education 

Polysafe Astral PUR ENP472 A+

Polysafe Mosaic PUR ENP472 A+

Polysafe Corona PUR ENP472 A+

Polysafe Vogue Ultra PUR ENP472 A+

Polysafe Standard PUR ENP472 A+

Polysafe Wood fx PUR ENP415 A+

Polysafe Wood fx Acoustix PUR ENP415 A+

Polysafe Hydro ENP472 A+

Polysafe Strata ENP472 A+

Polysafe Ultima ENP472 A+
 
HOMOGENEOUS Certificate Education

Pearlazzo PUR ENP472 A+

2000 PUR ENP472 A+

Classic Mystique PUR ENP472 A+

Mystique PUR ENP472 A+

Prestige PUR ENP472 A+

Standard XL ENP472 A+

XL PU ENP472 A+

HETEROGENEOUS Certificate Education

Harmony fx PUR ENP415 A+

Forest fx PUR ENP415 A+

Mineral fx PUR ENP415 A+

Acoustix Harmony fx PUR ENP415 A+

Acoustix Forest fx PUR ENP415 A+

Acoustix Gallery fx PUR ENP415 A+

LVT Certificate Education 

Expona Design PU ENP429 A+

Kudos PU ENP429 A+

Expona Commercial PUR ENP429 A+

Bevel Line PU ENP429 A+
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entranCe areas

create the perfect first impression with a welcoming yet secure 

entrance area for pupils, staff and visitors.  as the main entry 

point to the rest of the school, entrance floors often have to cope 

with dirt and moisture being brought in on the soles of shoes in 

this heavily trafficked area.  

an effective dirt barrier system should be considered early in the 

specification stage, providing a useful addition to other cleaning 

mechanisms.

fulfilling a number of functions, entrance flooring often 

incorporates the school logo or crest as a central feature, 

providing a highly colourful and warm welcome to visitors.

oFFiCe / reCeption area

the reception is a vital part of the school as it often houses the 

office and administration function, as well as being the first point 

of contact for visitors.  

the choice of floorcovering can enhance the existing décor, at 

the same time as providing a high design and hardwearing option 

suitable for an area of intense footfall.

6  |  polYFlor  |  experts in eDuCation Flooring

entrance and reception areas

expona CoMMerCial pur Bexhill high sChool  |  uk
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CorriDors anD WalkWaYs

corridors or ‘learning streets’, as areas of high circulation, 

experience intense heavy traffic at set times of the day.  

durability is paramount as the rough and tumble of 

everyday school life places rigorous demands in these 

areas.  Manufactured to european standards, polyflor 

floorcoverings have excellent durability with a high 

resistance to abrasive wear throughout their life.

clear information signs and department locators can be 

incorporated into floor schemes to help pupils navigate 

around a school or to personalise a space.

to minimise noise transfer in busy corridors, acoustic sheet 

vinyl floorings provides a high impact sound reduction of 

19dB and features a polyurethane surface reinforcement 

(pur) for reduced maintenance costs.

alternatively acoustifoam - a closed cell pVc foam backing 

sheet - designed to be installed beneath standard polyflor 

vinyl and rubber sheet will achieve an impact sound 

reduction level of 18dB, and further extends the choice of 

decoration and product type of acoustic floorcoverings.

corridors and WalKWays

hareFielD aCaDeMY  |  ukaCoustix Forest Fx pur

polYsaFe arena pur

8  |  polYFlor  |  experts in eDuCation Flooring
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ClassrooMs

the classroom environment is very important to pupils and staff.

High performance and good looks are key to classroom flooring.  

the extensive colour palette and design options available from 

polyflor enable the flooring to colour integrate with existing 

interior finishes, and contribute to the creation of pleasant and 

comfortable surroundings.

a flexible classroom layout can promote different learning 

activities amongst students and shapes, patterns or pictures 

within the floor can define the space.

iCt suite

the design and layout of the information and communication 

technology (ict) room should provide adequate access to 

workstations and interactive whiteboards for pupils and  

teaching staff.

design elements within flooring can be used to define work  

areas and provide visual interest through the use of strong 

colourful themes found within the polyflor portfolio.

sCienCe laBs / teChnologY Workshops

resistance to stains and reagents, along with easy maintenance 

are major considerations in any school laboratory.  

polyflor vinyl floorcoverings are suitable for use in all areas 

where most chemicals are used and there is only risk of 

accidental spillage.  

a comprehensive guide to chemical effects and staining by 

product shade is available on request.

another big concern in this area is slip resistance. polysafe 

flooring fully adheres to Hse guidelines, giving users confidence 

in the ability of the floor to deal with contaminant spillages 

whilst providing sustained slip resistance performance for the 

guaranteed life of the product.

DraMa stuDio / MusiC ClassrooM

rehearsal rooms and performance spaces are becoming 

increasingly accessible to students.  options from within the 

polyflor range of floorings can be used to create impressive 

bespoke settings.

Where there is a risk of water spillage, flooring from the polysafe 

ranges can be installed or if acoustics are a concern, highly 

realistic wood and stone designs are available for areas which 

require impact noise reduction.

traditional & open plan 
learning areas

north ChaDDerton sChool  |  uk

Bexhill high sChool  |  uk

norWiCh open aCaDeMY  |  uk

holY Cross College  |  uk
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study areas

leCture theatre

the acoustic requirements of lecture theatres are demanding.  

Building Bulletin 93 (BB93) - acoustic design of schools - is 

a very useful first port of call on this subject and provides a 

comprehensive guidance for architects, acousticians and others 

involved with new school buildings.

the polyflor acoustix flooring collections provide impact 

sound reduction to meet Building regulation part e and are 

manufactured in accordance with en iso 140-8.

With a high design potential and featuring a polyurethane 

reinforcement for easier maintenance and reduced cost, the 

polyflor acoustix ranges can provide an alternative to traditional 

acoustic products.

liBrarY / stuDY area

today the modern library often incorporates information areas 

and student support centres, alongside traditional book lending 

services and study rooms.

the most serious acoustic problems within any learning 

environment are often due to noise transfer between rooms.

the objective of sound insulation of floors is to attenuate impact 

sound at source, for example footsteps and furniture movement, 

transmitted into spaces via the floor.  

designed and developed to provide an alternative solution to 

impact sound reduction requirements, polyflor offer several 

acoustic flooring solutions, along with a foam-backing sheet, 

acoustifoam. acoustic flooring is only part of the action that can 

be taken, as the use of ceiling and wall panels, fabrics, textiles 

and plants can help to reduce noise levels.

art / Design resourCe area

safety flooring is typically used in arts and crafts rooms where 

there is a risk of spillage or wetness that could make the floor 

slippery and unsafe.

to ensure slip performance can be assured for the guaranteed 

life of the product, aggregates are incorporated throughout the 

full thickness of the product’s wear layer.  

the aggregates combine with the surface emboss to provide a 

rougher, harder friction surface to ‘bite’ into the under surface 

of footwear when walked upon and create the necessary friction 

and underfoot safety.

Dining area / serVeries

dining areas are key focal points within a school.  

good use of colour and a variety of seating arrangements, 

can impact on the feeling of openness within a dining area, as 

schools look to create stylish and pleasant surroundings for both 

students and staff.

durability, slip resistance and a high hygiene requirement are 

essential characteristics of dining area flooring and options 

are available across the polyflor portfolio to suit all levels of 

specified performance.

serveries are as vulnerable to spillage as kitchen areas and 

such areas require floorcoverings with enhanced slip resistance 

as they are continually subjected to continuous footfall and 

movement across the floor.  

the polysafe collection of products offer a true indication of a 

safe floor with aggregates throughout the product’s wear layer 

thickness to ensure sustainability and durability in performance.

kitChen

food preparation and kitchens are challenging areas.  

the specified flooring has to give users continued confidence 

in terms of enhanced slip resistant properties, whilst having 

an intrinsic surface roughness able to deal with contaminant 

spillages, including oil and grease.

designed to suit specification into extremely demanding 

application areas, polysafe ultima’s pendulum and surface 

roughness results classify the product as low slip potential.

holY Cross College  |  uk

the Cooking sChool  |  uk

southFielDs CoMMunitY sChool  |  uk

WeMBleY priMarY sChool  |  uk
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sports hall / gYMnasiuM

specialist floorcoverings are recommended for use in 

school and local authority sports halls, gymnasia and leisure 

centres that provide the underfoot resilience and long life 

demanded by such high traffic applications.

tested in accordance with en 14904 and sport england 

compliant, polyflor sport 67 and sport 80 are suitable for 

a wide range of sporting activities including indoor football, 

basketball, volleyball, gymnastics, badminton and others.  

line markings can be painted on as required to identify the 

playing areas for specific sports.

Changing rooMs

Within a changing room the floor surface can become 

contaminated with mud or water from pupils entering and so 

the most important feature, along with easy maintenance, 

durability and hygiene, is preventing slips and falls.

aggregates within polysafe products combine with the 

surface emboss to create the necessary friction and 

underfoot safety meeting the performance requirements 

of the european norm for safety flooring (en 13845) and 

the stringent requirements set down in the 50,000 cycles 

abrasion test.

shoWers / toilets

Wet area flooring needs to be durable, easily cleaned, 

hygienic and slip resistant.  

for areas that get wet there is a Hse requirement for a 

pendulum result of a minimum of 36 measured with a 4s 

rubber (now called slider 96), as well as a minimum surface 

roughness of 20 microns.

all polysafe ranges achieve these levels of enhanced slip 

resistance and this is assured for the guaranteed life of  

the flooring.

all polyflor commercial sheet vinyl ranges provide a 

continuous, impervious and hygienic flooring solution 

which can be confidently cleaned in accordance with 

recommended maintenance procedures and approved 

maintenance products. the implementation of an effective 

cleaning regime is the most important defence against 

infection.

sports and Wet areas

haVerhill sChool  |  uk

polysafe hydro evolve 
is a product fully 
suited to special wet 
areas, including indoor 
swimming pool surrounds 
and fully adheres to the 
water tightness standard 
en 13553 and to 
en 13845, the european 
norm for safety flooring.

experts in eDuCation Flooring  |  polYFlor  |  15
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Clean anD hYgieniC

good basic hygiene procedures and precautions are 

required throughout schools and colleges to ensure safe 

practice and prevent the spread of infection.  this includes 

ensuring the flooring is kept clean.

A clean floor is a healthy floor

to further encourage hand hygiene compliance, alco-based 

hand gels are being increasingly used. often sited where 

there are no handwashing facilities, many dispensers are 

housed along with a drip tray and instructions to ‘rub 

hands together until dry’. polyflor homogeneous pur, 

heterogeneous pur and polysafe safety flooring ranges 

are compatible for use with the most commonly used alco-

based hand gels. some alco-based hand gels contain a high 

concentration of ethanol and to discuss their compatibility 

with other polyflor floorcoverings, contact the customer 

technical services department (tech@polyflor.com).

the polyflor homogeneous pur and polysafe ranges are 

also suitable for steam cleaning on a periodic basis.

seaMless WelDing anD CoVing

Vinyl sheet flooring can be welded at the seams, forming 

an impervious base that facilitates ease of cleaning by 

eliminating gaps and cracks where dirt can gather.

resistanCe to CheMiCals

polyflor vinyl floorcoverings are suitable for use in all areas 

where most chemicals are used and there is only risk of 

accidental spillage.

a comprehensive guide to chemical effects and staining by 

product shade is available upon request.

• polyurethane surface treatment which provides an excellent foundation for an easy, ongoing maintenance regime,             

available on XL PU.

• facilitates a considerable reduction in energy, water, polish and chemicals.

• 24% maintenance cost savings over its typical 20 year life when compared with untreated homogeneous vinyl flooring.

• Maintenance enhancement available on leading polyflor homogeneous ranges and luxury vinyl tiles (lVt).

• polyflor’s pur is a polyurethane reinforcement to facilitate an easier and more environmentally friendly  maintenance regime.

• pur reinforcement is specially cross-linked and uV cured for superior cleaning benefits, enhanced protection and optimum 

appearance retention.

• facilitates a lifelong polish free maintenance regime and consumption of energy, water and chemicals are significantly reduced. 

• 48% maintenance cost savings over its typical 20 year life when compared with untreated homogeneous and lVt vinyl flooring.

• Maintenance enhancement available on decorative Polysafe Modena PUR, Polysafe Arena PUR, Polysafe Mosaic PUR, 

  Vogue Ultra PUR, Polysafe Standard PUR, Wood fx PUR, and Wood fx Acoustix PUR.

• polysafe pur is an exclusive polyurethane reinforcement applied to the product to facilitate easier soil release.

• pur reinforcement is specially cross-linked and uV cured for superior cleaning benefits and optimum appearance retention.

• 60% life cycle maintenance cost savings achieved when compared with untreated safety flooring.

• easier maintenance regime means reduced need for energy intensive cleaning, chemical usage and water consumption, keeping 

environmental impact to a minimum. 

• Maintenance enhancement available on leading polysafe ranges – Corona PUR and Astral PUR. 

• engineered to provide the best in colour, aesthetics and flexibility.

• polysafe supratec pur is an exclusive polyurethane reinforcement to facilitate easier soil release.

• pur reinforcement is specially cross-linked and uV cured for superior cleaning benefits and optimum appearance retention.

• 60% life cycle maintenance cost savings achieved when compared with untreated safety flooring.

• easier maintenance regime means reduced need for energy intensive cleaning, chemical usage and water consumption, 

keeping environmental impact to a minimum.

loW Maintenance options

the Cooking sChool  |  uk

poor maintenance damages aesthetics, impairs performance, shortens floor life and creates hygiene problems in critical 

areas. in recognition of this, polyflor provides low maintenance options right across our product portfolio, such as   

polyflor pur, polyflor pu, polysafe pur and polysafe supratec pur.

this combined with in-depth cleaning guides and technical support will help cleaning staff achieve a long-lasting hygienic 

and attractive floor.
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there’s virtually no limit to the shape, patterns or pictures 

you can create with the help of the polyflor design service.  

using the world’s most advanced computerised waterjet 

cutting machines to transform the design into a flooring 

‘jigsaw’, with astonishing precision, the opportunity to create 

a bespoke piece of artwork becomes a reality.

for more information and to view our standard designs, 

motifs and borders, visit www.polyflor.com/design

Polyflor The  Design Service
Completing the picture

coVering tHe World

CuMBerlanD earlY eDuCation Centre 

learning through plaY

the Waikato Kindergarten association recently built their fifth early 

education centre in cumberland, new Zealand.  designed to blend in 

with its residential surroundings, the flagship building incorporates 

a sense of fun in line with the child education ethos of learning 

through play.  sustainability was an important aspect of the project 

brief and polyflor flooring played its part in helping cumberland 

early education centre with its sustainability goals. 

 

Products used: Pearlazzo PUR (play areas and kitchen) 

 Polysafe Corona PUR (bathrooms)


